Telehealth: Can Healthcare Simulation Provide Opportunities for Collaboration?
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Abstract

The Health Resources Services Administration defines telehealth as the use of electronic information and telecommunication technologies to support long-distance clinical healthcare. Telehealth is becoming one of the disruptive technologies that will transform healthcare in the 21st century. Clinical implementation of telehealth has occurred in nursing and physical therapy. Concurrently, use of health care simulations in academia has occurred recently. The aim of this short communication is to provide clinical perspectives from physical therapy and nursing in order to advance telehealth collaborations. One opportunity in academia is to further investigate telehealth healthcare simulation as an interprofessional collaboration between curricula. Future studies must address access, cost, and chronic disease management in telehealth collaborations.
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Introduction

The concept of telehealth in United States was first introduced in 1924 issue of Radio News [1]. This newspaper edition featured a drawing of a physician auscultating his patient through a radio with a stethoscope. In reality, a clinical case report in the Lancet described a physician interacting with a caretaker and a child via telephone to diagnose a child’s cough in late 1890 [2]. In late 1950’s, telemedicine implementation programs were established in tele-radiology by Albert Jutras in Canada, and the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute initiated a tele-psychiatry program in conjunction with the University of Nebraska. By the 1960’s, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) established a telemedicine program to monitor its astronauts, as well as assisted in international emergency earthquake disaster relief telemedicine efforts. In 1980’s, the first telemedicine remote kiosk program was established in Boston international airport to triage airport travelers encountering medical emergencies. In 1993, The American Telemedicine Association (ATA) was established as a non-profit organization to promote access to medical care for consumers and health professionals via telecommunications technology. Telehealth nursing and telerehabilitation special interest groups exist within ATA [3,4]. Currently, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) has established a fiscal budget for telemedicine for eligible telehealth providers for reimbursement in Medicare and Medicaid programs [5,6]. With advancing technologies in practice, telehealth has an opportunity to provide timely access and connected care for patients and practitioners in the future.

Telehealth nursing

The first published telenursing evidence was conducted by Mary Quinn, RN in 1974, where she described working in a Boston Hospital Telemedecine Center and triaging patients remotely who were at Logan Airport [7]. Today, telehealth nursing is practiced in areas where access and clinical efficiency can be facilitated remotely in teleICU, teletriage, teletrauma, telestroke, telepediatrics, telemental health, telecardiology, telehomecare, and forensic telenursing. For example, home telehealth nurses use systems that allow monitoring of patient data and physiologic parameters and biomarkers via telehealth [8]. For nursing, a key set of competencies have been developed by the American Academy of Ambulatory Care Nurses (AAACN) [9] and the American Nurses Association (ANA) [10]. International telenursing competencies are available from the International Council of Nursing (ICN) [11] as well. Nursing profession has led in areas of interstate licensure compacts for telehealth practice as a model regulatory body for protecting the rights and safety of consumers and practitioners.

Telehealth in physical therapy

In physical therapy literature, telehealth was first cited by American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) President, Jan Richardson, in her Presidential address in 2000. In her address, “virtual care” was seen as an opportunity for physical therapy profession in the future [12]. The APTA defines telehealth as the use of secure electronic communications to provide and deliver a host of health-related information and health care services; including, but not limited to physical therapy-related information and services for patients and clients [13]. Strong evidence is noted in telehealth outpatient and in-home total knee arthroplasty rehabilitation with non-inferior clinical outcomes [14,15]. Other areas of practice in telestroke [16], cardiac rehabilitation [17] and skilled nursing facilities supervision between physical therapists and support personnel [18] are emerging. A Blueprint for Telerehabilitation [19] was developed by the Telerehabilitation special interest group of ATA to support telehealth while the Federation of State Boards of Physical Therapy (FSBPT) developed administrative, clinical, technical, and ethical guidelines to support model recommendations for physical therapy licensure board members in 2015 [20]. Physical therapy profession has led in areas of musculoskeletal telehealth evidence to advance research that can translate to practice for consumers and practitioners.
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Healthcare simulation

As with telehealth, the use of simulation across the health professions has increased over recent years. Initiatives for increased patient safety, shorter hospital stays, competition for clinical sites, disparities across clinical sites, limited student access to patient records, and faculty shortages in the clinical settings have been strong driving forces in the move towards the use of simulation [21]. Clinical experiences can be simulated through different methods, offering learners and practitioners a safe environment to practice their skills in the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains without harm to patients. Simulation includes case studies, partial task trainers, virtual patients, low fidelity human patient simulators, high fidelity human patient simulators, standardized patients, hybrids, and virtual patients [22]. Since simulated experiences stimulate critical thinking, decision-making and involve clinical judgment, simulation has become an integral part of team training and education in the health professions [23]. By providing the adult learners and practitioners with actual experiential learning, simulation-based education will continue to be a valuable teaching modality as technology advances are incorporated into the daily practices of health professionals. Although healthcare simulation evidence is rich in nursing, it is still evolving in physical therapy literature [24]. Therefore, healthcare simulation is an emerging area in healthcare where telehealth opportunities exist to use standardized patients in teaching remote clinical encounters in academic and clinical environments [25]. We, at the Experiential Learning Center at Mount Saint Mary’s University, Los Angeles, are forging collaborations and evaluating outcomes with healthcare simulation between nursing and physical therapy curricula.

Directions for further studies

The Institute of Medicine reported interprofessional education (IPE) and collaboration within health disciplines are key necessity for improving health care in the 21st century [26]. The interprofessional learning continuum includes outcomes that address the learner and health systems that actively seek to identify major enabling and interfering factors. Telehealth is one enabling factor that can promote IPE in nursing and physical therapy professions. Concurrently, health care simulations have provided opportunities for health professions to advance learning and clinical practice with technology in academic and clinical environments. However, evidence for academic and clinical training in telehealth and healthcare simulations with telehealth are lacking. Furthermore, telehealth evidence has not been supportive of hospital admissions for certain chronic disease monitoring at home [27]. In a researcher blind, multicenter trial of telemonitoring of 128 adults with at least one admission for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) compared to usual care, the mean number of COPD admissions were similar in both groups over one year. In addition, a quality assessment of systematic reviews on telerehabilitation studies found that there is insufficient evidence to confirm that telerehabilitation is a cost-saving or cost-effective solution as well as lacking support for stroke management [28]. One opportunity for further study exists for IPE by connecting remote patients rural communities [28] to health professionals who can coordinate care in our current health systems. For example, the comprehensive care for joint replacement (CJR) model is testing bundled payment and quality measurement for an episode of care associated with hip and knee replacements to encourage hospitals is testing bundled payment and quality measurement for an episode of care. This CJR model will impact both nursing and physical therapy professions since cost effective management of patients with total hip or knee replacements are essential in order to deliver high quality outcomes with limited resources in various communities. Hence, empirical evidence is needed for using telehealth as well as healthcare simulations to address the CJR model. As mentioned earlier, clinical outcomes with telehealth physical therapy was demonstrated to be non-inferior to usual care for patients with total knee replacements in outpatient, in-home, and asynchronous environments [30]. However these telehealth findings only addressed cost of delivery of care in Canada. Therefore, future investigation to address cost in CJR with telehealth as well as managing chronic disease at the right place for right patients are necessary. We believe both nursing and physical therapy telehealth and health care simulation collaborations may serve to address education, practice, and research in the future.

In conclusion, disruptive innovations in healthcare including telehealth and healthcare simulation provide opportunities for adult learners and practitioners to collaborate in order to deliver high quality outcomes. But, these collaborative opportunities must serve to deliver real performance in practice that drive health reform for improving patient outcomes which requires further investigation.
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